Applicant name: 	Greg McCormack
Position Applying For: 	Control Systems Engineer


YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION

Full name: 		Kevin Armstrong
Job Title:		Engineering Manager
Company:		ATG Airports Ltd
Contact Number:	07768443900

INFORMATION/REFERENCE REGARDING Greg McCormack

Position Greg held in the company: Project Engineer

Period of employment: April 2016 to September 2017

Greg's main duties and responsibilities: Software Modification, On Site Commissioning, Project Management and Documentation

Overall rating of Greg's work performance: I always found Greg to be conscientious in his outlook to the tasks in hand and he tackled everything with great enthusiasm.

Greg's strengths: PC’s, PLC’s, Software, Electrical Hardware

Areas that Greg could improve: 

Describe Greg's honesty and reliability: I always found Greg to be extremely honest and reliable in all his dealings with the company and clients.

Describe Greg's working relationships with supervisors and co-workers: Greg had good working relationships with his co-workers and supervisors.

Describe Greg's ability to work in a challenging and pressured environment: The airports environment in which Greg was working is always a challenging, dynamic environment which Greg had to adapt to during his time with ATG Airports. I always found that Greg was keen to ensure that he did his utmost.

How would you describe Greg's professional attitude and approach: Greg was always professional in his approach to work and the clients.

What was Greg's reason for leaving: End of contract that he was working on and a slowdown in work.

Hypothetically, would you re-employ Greg: There are no reasons why we wouldn’t employ him if we had the requirement.

Is there anything else you would like to add about Greg: Greg came into ATG Airports not knowing a great deal about Airports and their operation and was on a very steep learning curve which he did his best to overcome and play an active part in the departments operation.



